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A MESSAGE FROM WARM THOUGHTS 

Nowhere is this more evident than changes we are seeing

in how oil and propane customers find their suppliers,

and conversely, how you need to market to grow your

business. The rise of web and socially-based advertising

is both irreversible and accelerating. We are proud that

you have chosen us to be your partner in growth. For that

reason, we want you to know that we 1) don’t take your

confidence lightly; and 2) are continuously working to

improve your results and give you a competitive edge.

If you spend just five minutes reading through this

update, you’ll gain some useful insight into what we’re

doing on your behalf, as well as some patterns we’re

seeing in fuel customer marketing. You’re investing good

money with us. You deserve to feel equally good that it is

well spent.

Sincerely,  

Rich Goldberg

Katy is our new go-to expert for
formatting blog posts, checking
for readability and optimizing
copy for search engines. From
the words we read on the screen
to the meta coding happening in
the background, Katy has it
covered.
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THE LATEST FROM WTC 
The Warm Thoughts Communications Client Newsletter

Employee  Spotlight

Rachel Bozek,
Writer/ Editor

A Warm Thoughts freelancer for
years, Rachel is now a full-time writer
and copyeditor with our team.
Rachel’s extensive experience includes
being an editor at Nickelodeon
Magazine for 10 years, and working
with Disney, A&E Television
Networks, and Hasbro. 

Katy Woodbury,
SEO Specialist
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I’m going to make this short so you 

can get to the important stuff in this 

update. I’ve worked to support the 

success of heating oil and propane 

companies for over 30 years. I’ve 

never seen the pace of change 

accelerate as quickly as it has over the past five.
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SOUND INVESTMENTS

Warm Thoughts delivers unequaled results
for propane and heating oil companies. To
do that, we invest in our team—and the
software they use—to ensure we are
operating at the highest possible level to
serve your needs, all the time. Here's a look
at what we’ve implemented this year and
how it can benefit your business.

Safe and Secure: Third- Party
Billing Platform
We’ve purchased a new platform that allows
our clients to receive submissions of
sensitive customer information, such as
billing details, social security numbers and
other personal specifics. This is all done
through a secure third-party site, allowing
customers to safely accept enrollments for
price protection, automatic delivery, new
customer setup, service plans and more.

Rank Matters: New SEO Tool
Our ability to help you rank for more Google
searches is a major advantage of using Warm
Thoughts, and we’re not resting on our
laurels. Our lead SEO warrior, Peter Kang,
has implemented a variety of new tools over
the past year. 
The most recent is software that allows us to
get more localized SEO information. With
this, we can review your Google ranking by
keywords and service location. It's also one
of the most accurate tools on the market,
making it easy for us to cross-check search
rankings and quickly identify any algorithm
changes. 

The Reviews Are In: New Reputation
Management Software
90% of customers consider reviews before
making a purchasing decision. To support
your success, we've added one-of-a-kind
software to help generate more great online
reviews for your business. And as an added
bonus, it also helps with your search engine
ranking. We can now generate reviews by
email or text, and can even empower techs
to send requests via their cell phones at
customers’ homes. 
Once your star rating is high enough, we're
able to embed a review widget on your
website to showcase all of your great
reviews—another function of this new
software.

Creative Practicality: Video
Production Templates
While Warm Thoughts has professional
video editing software, we have also added a
template service, which has reduced the
cost of creating videos with special effects
and has allowed for a faster turnaround
time.

Saving Time: Social Media Editing
Software
Editing social media posts usually requires
extensive time in Photoshop, but with the
addition of our new editing software, our
social media team can now create original
posts faster. The new software we’re
working with gives our talented team access
to thousands of additional post tools, photos
and icons.
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CHANGING COURSE

New Reporting Methods

Our philosophy is that “if it ain’t broke, that
doesn’t mean it can’t still be improved.”

One of the things that distinguishes Warm
Thoughts is our commitment to keeping our
clients informed and educated about their
marketing performance. Analytics are
essential but we know that trying to
decipher reports can be cumbersome. As
such, we have revamped our reporting
methods by organizing the information
differently, making it easier for you to
follow and understand.
The new monthly client report shares how
many contacts you've received that month,
how those contacts found you, your
customer reviews broken down by location
(if applicable), website performance
analytics and social media analytics.  
In addition, if you are a Gold or Silver client,
we'll review that performance in detailed
meetings with our team, digging into the
data to ensure that everything is on 

the right track, and exploring new
possibilities to make your digital marketing
work even more effectively for your
company.

New Blog Process
Blogging is a key component of a company's
digital presence. It allows your business to
rank better with search engines and expands
the keywords you're ranking for. Moreover,
it is a gift that keeps on giving. Once search
engines discover your blog, they can
continue directing customers to your
website for years. We pioneered an
approach we call “Smart Blogging” that has
generated outstanding results for oil and
propane companies.
Google’s search algorithms are shifting,
however, and we are evolving our approach
with them. After some testing, our SEO
department has found that including
location-specific content is outpacing the
growth of past blogging techniques. As such,
we have revamped our blogging process to
include more location-specific content. We
have actually started going back through
past blogs to add these local references.
Similarly, we are reworking the back-end
SEO coding in order to reach more
customers in your service areas. This
revamp in our blogging process is a
significant undertaking and part of the
reason for our expansion of the Warm
Thoughts SEO and content writing teams.
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CONSUMER TRENDS : THE FUEL
MARKET 

Warm Thoughts works with many of the top
heating oil and propane companies in the
United States. We also work with fuel
associations across the country and we
conduct original, custom consumer
research.

Our work as an agency combined with our
management of over 130 fuel company
websites, gives us access to millions of data
points that allow us to identify consumer
trends specific to the fuel industry, 365 days
a year.

Because 2020 has been a unique year with a
specific set of challenges, Warm Thoughts
has kept a close eye on customer data in
order to identify new or shifting trends. 

  

Specifically, our fuel company websites saw
a 5% increase in new visits, a 10% increase in
new leads and a 5.3% increase in Facebook
engagement rates. Similarly, the rate of
Google Map searches decreased, which
indicates that customers were spending less
time interacting with companies’ physical
locations and more time interacting with
them online.

This echoes what has already been reported
as a global trend: People are spending more
time at home and while they're home,
consumers have increased spending on
home improvement. This includes heating
and cooling equipment. For example, as a
result of a paid Facebook and Google
campaign, one of our clients received 140
leads for pool heaters in a six-week period!

In order to capitalize on this trend and grow
your fuel business, the focus on digital
needs to be strong, strategic and well
executed. We’re here to make that happen.

As predicted, the long-term shift to digital
has accelerated in 2020. Our websites, email
open rates and Facebook engagement saw
record high numbers throughout March and
April 2020, and while those numbers settled
as Fall approached, the overall data has
revealed an increase in online activity
compared to 2019.

For questions about your 
account, contact us.

info@warmthoughts.com
201-330-9276

www.warmthoughts.com
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